
MuW PC Finance Committee meeting 

Monday 7th February 2022, 7pm   

Present: 

Glynn Allcock (PC Vice Chairman) 

Lara Jacques (Clerk) (via zoom) 

John Pratt (Councillor)(Chair of Finance) 

Chris Trotman (PC Chairman) 

 

1. Proposal to approve the minutes of Finance Meeting on Monday 13th December 2021 

All in favour 

 

2. Matters Arising 

November FinCom meeting - JP notes the appendix relating to the November FinCom meeting 

showed entries for MR NI payments and wfh allowance.  To be revised. 

Cemetery - CT stated he met with Julian from KGS who will be starting work on the perimeter fence 

of the Cemetery soon.  Julian stated there was lots of work to do and it may be the work is top heavy 

in the first year.  CT advised so long as the overall costs balanced over the three years then it will be 

in order.  Julian will hope to keep within the quotes. 

Weedspraying - CT has been in contact with CWC to advise them they were successful and updated 

Julian regarding his quote which was declined. 

Platinum Jubilee – CT queried should the Platinum Jubilee committee not reach the target for £2k 

sales, will the PC be required to make up the loss.  JP confirmed this was the agreed decision.  The 

committee confirmed they have every confidence in the Jubilee committee as they are experienced 

at organizing large events.  GA stated the PC need to be updated as to the decision that GA would sit 

on the committee meetings – this was part of the condition of agreement for the PC funding. 

Cemetery sale - The Charity Commissioners have now agreed that the sale of the Cemetery land can 

proceed.  CT will be asking Mariam Baraki to oversee the sale to prevent any conflict of interests.  CT 

confirmed that all tenants and individuals concerned have been notified of what is due to take place 

and informed them that to raise any concerns they should reach him by the next PC meeting on 

February 16th JP confirmed that the changes would be reflected in the NHP. 

 

3. Precept Update - LJ confirmed that there was no further update following the submission. 

 

 

 



4. S106 Update – WODC have made payment to the PC for the retrospective Village Hall application 

and Dog Kennel Lane application.  LJ will be paying the sum of £6232.08 to the Village Hall 

imminently. 

LJ will be seeking clarification on the VAT reclaim eligibility for these S106 invoices. 

Of the current bids The S106 bid relating to the pump track is still ongoing and the works to the 

tennis courts will be taking place March onwards when the weather improves. 

GA confirmed no further bids other than the Village Hall had been received – of which a further two 

applications for circa £10K from Milton UW Village Hall was submitted to him.  GA confirmed that 

circa £6500 has already been awarded to the Village Hall and there is still concern that the 

availability of these S106 funds is not infiltrating through to the local population, and therefore 

many are still unaware that these funds exist.  GA would like to ensure that further adverts are 

placed on social media, and on the local billboards to ensure that any charities or eligible groups can 

apply for the funding that is available.  GA suggested that the further application for the Village Hall 

will then be reviewed at the start of the new financial year along with any further bids received, to 

ensure fairness. 

The FinCom agreed that no further decisions on new applications will be made until the next 

financial year and any bids would need to go to PC for a decision. GA will update the Village Hall 

regarding this. 

5. S137 applications 

JP stated there had been no further update or clear request from the Library service. After March 

2022 he will investigate their future expectations in order to budget for funding requests. 

Poor uptake of this donation opportunity during the current year was noted and it was agreed on 

GA’s advice that it should be promoted on social media and local notice boards to encourage eligible 

organisations to apply for support before the 16/03/2022 last PC meeting of the financial year. 

6. Google Drive 

CT talked through the draft protocols with regards to the use of the drive.  CT stated and documents 

intended for the website should be in pdf version. 

CT raised the query regarding storage of the PC documents on the clerk laptop.  The clerk confirmed 

the PC use MS ‘onedrive’ cloud storage however it is on annual subscription.   The FinCom agreed 

that to ensure security of back ups and safe storage , the clerk should purchase an external hard 

drive for storage of PC documents, in addition to using one drive, and backing up at least once a 

month.  CT will report this at the February PC meeting. 

It was agreed that documents would have a Reverse order date/filename/username eg. 

220210/Vendor/LJ to ensure safe and accurate storage with easy to locate files. 

GA mentioned that having the PC briefing notes all in one folder on the drive was useful. 

JP questioned where documents regarding specific financial items, for example grasscutting and 

other contracts and PC assets, would be located.  It was agreed that CT would arrange the 

placement of documents on the Drive with any further amendments for document location to be 

discussed when necessary. 

 



See Appendix 1 

7. Website  

CT walked through the required website amendments and the continued transfer to the village 

website with a view to terminating the PC website this year 

It was agreed that CT would continue to arrange the PC documents on the village website with any 

further amendments for document location to be discussed when necessary. 

CT confirmed he did not need to go ahead and purchase a pdf converter but has instead purchased a 

book which has assisted him with what he needs.  He no longer needs to purchase a subscription.   

The FinCom were in agreement that the PC website continue to be live until the whole transfer of 

documents Is compete.  The PC website will then be cancelled prior to the renewal date. 

See Appendix 2 

8. AOB – LJ has received the audit requests and will circulate what is required to the FinCom.  

Submission is required asap. 

JP stated that any virements to be proposed for 2022-23 will be presented at the March PC meeting 

based on analysis of the cash book up to end of February. 

 

Meeting concluded 20:45 hrs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 1 

 

Google Drive Protocol 

 

Administrator LJ 

Deputy Admin CT 

 

Structure of Google Drive 

1 - Parent (as in website banner headings) Child (as in dropdown menus) Grandchild (as in side tab) 

(Wordpress terminology) 

 

e.g Finance(Parent) > AGAR(Child) > Year(Grandchild)  

 

Documents for uploading to be reviewed: 

• Documents in Draft form should be in docx, excel, jpeg format. 

• Documents to have a file name with prescript of date in reverse date format i.e. 220203 and a 
postscript of underscore draft e.g.  ‘/Draft’ plus /XX uploader’s initials. 

 

e.g. 220203 Google Drive Protocols/Draft/CT.docx 

 

Reviewing: 

• Copy document for reviewing so the Draft remains. 

• Changes can be in a different colour, underlined, struck through etc. 

• Reviewed document uploaded, keeping original date, but adding reviewers initials. 
 

e.g. 220203 Google Drive Protocols CT/LJ.docx 

 

Further reviewers to add initials to the previously reviewed or Draft document. 

 

e.g. 22/02/03 Google Drive Protocols CT/LJ/XX.docx 

 

Saving Reviewed Document: 

• When document is Approved it is saved in Google Drive, still in original format, as /Approved/XX 
(with original author’s initials) 



• All previous iterations removed by Admin 
 

e.g. 22/02/03 Google Drive Protocol/Approved/CT.docx 

 

Documents for Export: 

‘Approved’ documents > copied from Google Drive > converted to pdf > re-saved to Google Drive > 

published. 

 

e.g. 220203 Google Drive Protocol/Approved/CT.pdf 

 

220209 Google Drive Protocol2/Approved/CT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 2 

Website Management 

 

Present situation 

 

Both websites are WordPress.com based sites 

 

PC website(PCWS) > miltonunderwychwood-pc.gov.uk   

Hosted by Town and Parish Websites > rented with limited authority > editor LJ  

Costs - Hosting + WordPress Plan, @£130/yr 

Domain name .gov @£90(?)/yr 

Support - email/phone with host 

Total £220/yr  

Followers 20 ish. 

 

Village website(MVWS) > miltonunderwychwood.org.uk  

Hosted by FastHosts > rented with full authority > editor/admin CT  

Costs - Hosting @£19.19/yr > Wordpress Plan (Premium) @£85/yr >  

Domain names .org included in Plan; .com @£13/yr (.com bought to save others using it and adding 

confusion)  

Support - online 

Total £117.19/yr  

Followers 316. 

 

Neither website is “owned” by us so both have limitations.  

PCWS - Limited deletions of posts and pages; limited menu structure; limited access to hosts; no 

means of sending posts. These desirable, plus others not needed.  

MVWS - limited add-ons; limited themes; plus others. None needed. 

 

Proposal for Websites 

 

Keep PCWS active until duplication on MVWS is complete. 

http://wordpress.com/
http://miltonunderwychwood-pc.gov.uk/
http://miltonunderwychwood.org.uk/


Keep both sites up to date 

Restructure MVWS to include PCWS 

Cancel agreement with T&P WS 

CT to admin MVWS, LJ to Sub 

 

Future proposals 

 

Convert WordPress.com to wordpress.org and take full ownership of site. 

Find web server/Host - £10-£15/month 

Establish Registrar (CT?)/yr 

Transfer from .com to .org - free (may need paid help with transfer) 

WordPress plan - free download 

Keep domain names - .org/£15/yr .com/£13/yr 

Pay for transfer of followers (? one off payment) 

 

 

22/02/09 Website Management/Approved/CT 

 

http://wordpress.com/
http://wordpress.org/

